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Cylinder crisp tin
such as Pringles

500ml drinks
bottle

Two elastic bands
of equal size
Sellotape or

masking tape
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YOUR CHALLENGE!
Make a cannon using some materials from around your home and try
aiming at targets.  Investigate and experiment to find out what affects
how far your cannon can fire by changing the variables.

STEP 1:
Cut the bottom off of your crisp tin then cut two

slits each about 1 inch deep marked here in
black pen.  Repeat this on the opposite side.

 

You will need:
Pencil

Scissors
Tin foil

 

STEP 2:
Attach an elastic band onto the slits you have just

created on either side and tape around the edge of
your crisp tin to secure the elastic bands in place and

to make the top of the tin stronger.
 

STEP 3:
Take your plastic bottle and poke a hole in your

bottle like shown.  Repeat this on the opposite side.
Be careful with the scissors, ask an adult for help if

you need too!
 

What to do:

STEP 4:
Take a pencil and push it through the two holes you 

have created.
 

INVESTIGATEDoes changing the angle affect
the distance your cannon can fire?Try firing different objects from

your cannon. Do heavy or light
objects work best?Does using longer or shorter

elastic bands make a difference? 
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STEP 5:
Put your bottle in the opposite end of the crisp tin and

pull the elastic bands over the pencil to secure it.
 

STEP 6:
Your cannon is ready!  Scrunch up your tin foil into

a ball and put it in the open end of your cannon, pull
back the bottle and let go to fire!
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YOUR CHALLENGE!

STEP 7:
Set up a target such as a stack of cups or

a bowl to aim for. STEP 8:
Test it out and aim for your target!

Challenge someone at home to a competition.  Who
can fire the furthest?  Who can hit the most targets?

 
 

AND NOW FOR THE SCIENCE
From this challenge we can learn about energy, forces and motion.   When you pull back

your bottle and stretch the elastic bands you put tension on them and store potential
energy.  When you let go of the bottle, the energy stored in the elastic bands converts into

kinetic energy and is transferred to the projectile.
What is a projectile?  It is any object which is fired through the air, so in this case it is

whatever you choose to fire from your cannon!
The distance your projectile travels will depend on different variables which you can

experiment with.  The distance travelled depends on the mass of the projectile, the energy it
is given, the speed which it leaves the cannon and the angle you fire it at.
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NOW FOR THE SCIENCE!

Objects don't start moving of their own accord. We
need a force to act on them to get them to move,

and in the case of our car the rubber band provides
the energy. However, a rubber band on it's own

doesn't seem like a great source of energy.
But by twisting the bands - and stretching them in
the process - we produce lots of elastic potential

energy. This is energy that is stored up, and ready to
do some work!

As soon as we let the car go, the bands unwind - so
the potential energy is converting into kinetic

(moving) energy.
This in turn moves the propeller on the back of the

car, which 'drives' the car forwards by creating
differences in air pressure in front of the propeller

and behind it.

What happens to the

distance your car

travels if you use

different sized rubber

bands, or a different

number of them?

How could you change

your design to ensure

your car travels further?

What other materials

could you use?

Get everyone in your
household to build a

car - have a
competition to see

who's goes furthest!
What was it about the
winning design that

made it travel so far?

IN THE REAL WORLD:
Which of the following are similar to the propeller
on the back of your car?
a) A windmill
b) A ceiling fan
c) A boat prop
d) An aeroplane propeller
e) All of the above

E - All propellers work in the same way, creating
differences in air pressure between the front and
the back of the propeller.

EXPLORE FURTHER

Explain That Stuff: How
Propellers WorkTed-Ed: Newton's 3 Laws,
with a BicycleGuinness World Records - an
alternative design for a
rubber band car

For more resources and videos

search for the following:
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